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Abstract
In 1957 Berge [C. Berge, Two theorems in graph theory, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 43 (1957) 842–844]
established that a matching is maximum if and only if there are no augmenting paths in the graph. In this paper we prove Berge’s
result for a generalization of the matching problem—the maximum charge problem with capacity constraints. We show that a
charge is maximum if and only if there is no alternating path, or lasso, along which the charge can be augmented.
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1. Introduction
Given a graph G = (V, E), a matching M is a subset of the edge set E such that no two edges in M share a vertex.
Given a matching M , a vertex v ∈ V is called M-saturated if some edge in M is incident on vertex v, otherwise the
vertex is called M-unsaturated. An M-alternating path is a path whose edges belong to E \ M and M alternately. An
M-alternating path that starts and ends at some M-unsaturated vertex is called an M-augmenting path. The theorem
stated below is due to Berge [1] and we present an alternative proof.
Theorem 1 (Berge [1], 1957). A matching M in G is non-maximum if and only if G contains an M-augmenting
path.
Proof. Assume that G contains an M-augmenting path. It is easy to see that M can then be augmented. Assume that
M is non-maximum. We will show that there is an augmenting path. Among all maximum matchings, select one, say
M∗, that has the following property:
M∗ has the maximum number of edges in common with M. (∗)
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There is a vertex x that is saturated by M∗ but not by M . Starting at vertex x , commence a walk S whose first edge
belongs to M∗, the second to M , the third to M∗, etc. Since both M and M∗ are matchings, S cannot return to a vertex
that has already been visited in the walk. Thus S is a finite path which ends in some vertex that is not saturated either
by M or by M∗. Because matching M∗ satisfies property (∗), the length of S cannot be even. Thus S is of odd length,
implying that S is an augmenting path for M . 
The maximum matching problem is a special case of the maximum charge problem with capacity constraints,
defined below. For each vertex u ∈ V , a positive number c(u) called the capacity of vertex u is given. Similarly, for
each edge e ∈ E , c(e) > 0 is given. A feasible charge Q is a function q defined on E such that 0 ≤ q(e) ≤ c(e) for
each edge e ∈ E , and 0 ≤ q(u) ≤ c(u) for each vertex u ∈ V . For each vertex v ∈ V , let q(v) =∑e∈E(v) q(e), where
E(v) is the set of edges incident on vertex v. When the capacities are integral and integral solutions are required, the
problem becomes what is called the capacitated b-matching problem [7]. The maximum charge problem (MCP) is to
maximize the total charge q(E) =∑e∈E q(e), subject to the capacity constraints.
Formally,
Problem MCP
max q(E) =
∑
e∈E
q(e)∑
e∈E(v)
q(e) ≤ c(v), ∀v ∈ V
q(e) ≤ c(e), ∀e ∈ E
q(e) ≥ 0, ∀e ∈ E .
The maximum charge problem where c(e) = 1 for each edge e ∈ E , and c(u) = 1 for each vertex u ∈ V , is
the well-known fractional matching problem (FMP). Bourjolly and Pulleyblank [2] show that there is a maximum
fractional matching that is half-integral, where each edge has charge of either 0, 1/2, or 1. For an expository treatment
of fractional matching, see Schneiderman and Ullman [6]. There is a body of work related to the Linear Programming
dual of FMP, called the fractional vertex cover problem (FVCP). Nemhauser and Trotter [4] show that, for a general
graph, the fractions assigned to the vertices in the optimal solution to FVCP are half-integral. Lova´sz [3] showed
that an integer optimal solution to FVCP implies an integer optimal solution to FMP. Graphs for which the optimal
solution to FMP is integral are also called Ko¨nig-Egerva´ry graphs. Pulleyblank [5] defines 2-bicritical graphs to
be those graphs for which the fraction assigned in the optimal solution to each vertex in FVCP is 1/2. Bourjolly
and Pulleyblank [2] also provide an algorithm to decompose a general graph into Ko¨nig-Egerva´ry components and
2-bicritical components.
Berge’s theorem characterizes the optimal integral solutions to the maximum charge problem with unit capacities
on the edges and vertices. In this paper, we generalize Berge’s theorem by characterizing both optimal integral
solutions as well as optimal fractional solutions to the maximum charge problem with capacity constraints.
2. The maximum charge problem
We need some notation.
Walk: A vertex–edge sequence (also called a walk) S of length l is a sequence S = {v1, e1, v2, e2, . . . , vl , el , vl+1}
where edge ei connects vertex vi to vertex vi+1; note that in S the same vertex and the same edge may occur, with
different subscripts, more than once (in particular, vi+1 = vi if and only if ei is a loop).
Path: S is a path P if and only if the vertices v1, v2, . . . , vl+1 (thus also the edges e1, e2, . . . , el ) are pairwise distinct.
Lasso and Cycle: S is a lasso L if and only if the vertices v1, v2, . . . , vl and the edges e1, e2, . . . , el are pairwise
distinct and vl+1 = vk for some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l}.
Lasso L degenerates to a cycle if and only if k = 1. L consists of a path P = P(L) =
{v1, e1, v2, e2, . . . , vk−1, ek−1, vk} (which may degenerate to the vertex v1) of length p = k − 1 and a cycle
C = C(L) = {vk, ek, vk+1, ek+1, . . . , vl−1, el−1, vl , el , vk} of length c = l − p; briefly: L = PC .
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Extended Lasso: An extended lasso L ′ is a closed walk that consists of a lasso L = PC and the path P−1 =
{vk, ek−1, vk−1, . . . , e2, v2, e1, v1}: briefly, L ′ = PCP−1 = LP−1. The length of L ′ is l ′ = l+ p = c+2p = 2l− c.
With respect to a charge Q, vertex v ∈ V is called Q-saturated if and only if either∑e∈E(v) q(e) = c(v) or all
edges in E(v) are saturated, i.e., q(e) = c(e) for all e ∈ E(v); otherwise v is Q-unsaturated. The total charge of G,
i.e. q(E) = ∑e∈E q(e), is called the weight of Q. A charge Q is maximum if and only if its total charge q(E) is
maximum.
Q-alternating: A vertex–edge sequence (a walk) S = {v1, e1, v2, e2, . . . , vl , el , vl+1} is Q-alternating if and only if
q(e1) < c(e1), q(e2) > 0, q(e3) < c(e3), q(e4) > 0, . . ..
Lemma 1 provides a method to augment a charge Q in the presence of a Q-alternating walk.
Lemma 1. If there is a Q-alternating walk S of odd length l = 2t + 1 that connects two vertices (namely, v1 and
vl+1; vl+1 may coincide with v1) that are both Q-unsaturated, then the weight of Q can be increased (i.e., Q is not
maximum).
Such a sequence is called a Q-augmenting walk.
Proof. Assume that in S no edge is encountered more than p times. Set
d1 = min{c(e1)− q(e1), q(e2), c(e3)− q(e3), q(e4), . . . , q(e2t ), c(e2t+1)− q(e2t+1)},
d2 = min{c(v1)− q(v1), c(v2t+1)− q(v2t+1)},
and
d = (1/p)min{d1, d2}.
Clearly, d > 0.
Following the edges of walk S, add d to q(ei ) whenever i is odd and subtract d from q(ei ) whenever i is even;
note that an edge e is subject to this procedure as often as it is contained in S. The new edge charges thus obtained
are q ′(e) = q(e) + (r(e) − s(e))d , where r(e) and s(e) denote the number of times edge e appears in S with an odd
or even subscript, respectively. Note that |r(e) − s(e)| ≤ p, ∀ e ∈ E . Clearly, these charges are feasible, i.e., they
constitute a charge Q′ whose weight is q ′(E) = q(E)+ d > q(E). 
Fig. 1 illustrates two types of Q-augmenting walks for the fractional matching problem (each vertex and edge has
capacity 1 in the example). In (i) (augmenting extended lasso) and (iii) (augmenting path) the Q-augmenting walks
are drawn using dashed edges. The corresponding result after augmentation is shown in (ii) and (iv). The Q-saturated
vertices are shown using filled squares. The weight of the fractional matching Q in (i) is 7/3. It can be increased by
adding 1/3 to (a, b), subtracting 1/3 from (b, c), adding 1/6 to (c, d) as well as (c, e), and subtracting 1/6 from (d, e).
The weight of the increased fractional matching is 5/2. It may be noted that the types of augmentations considered by
Bourjolly and Pulleyblank [2] are subsumed by the more general definition of augmentation given above.
Thus for a charge Q to be maximum, no Q-augmenting walk should exist. Next, we show that this obvious
necessary condition is also sufficient. We show that, in fact, only two types of augmenting walks (either a path or
an extended lasso) need to be considered. We begin with a lemma.
Lemma 2. Let Q be a charge and let S = {v2q+1, e2q , v2q , . . . , e1, v1} be a Q-alternating path or cycle of even
length 2q where, if S is a path, q(v2q+1) < c(v2q+1). Then we can subtract a (small) positive quantity g from
q(e1), q(e3), . . . , q(e2q−1) and add the same quantity to q(e2), q(e4), . . . , q(e2q) to obtain from Q another charge
Q′ with q ′(E) = q(E).
Proof. Immediate. 
Lemma 3 (Main Proposition). Let Q be a charge that is not maximum. Then there is a Q-augmenting path or a
Q-augmenting extended lasso (which may degenerate to a cycle of odd length).
Proof. Let Q∗ be a charge that satisfies the following properties:
(i) Q∗ is maximum;
(ii) among all maximum charges, Q∗ minimizes d(Q, Q∗) =∑e∈E |q∗(e)− q(e)|.
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Fig. 1. Examples of Q-augmenting walks.
Clearly, such a charge exists. We shall use Q∗ to construct a Q-augmenting path or a Q-augmenting extended
lasso.
Step 1. Because Q∗ satisfies property (i), there is a vertex v1 such that
∑
e∈E(v1) q(e) <
∑
e∈E(v1) q
∗(e). This implies
that v1 is Q-unsaturated and that there is an edge e1 connecting v1 to some vertex v2 such that q(e1) < q∗(e1).
Step 2. i (i > 1): set j = 2(i − 1).
Assume that, using edge e j−1 satisfying q(e j−1) < q∗(e j−1), we have arrived at vertex v j . If v j ∈
{v1, v2, . . . , v j−1}, then stop. Otherwise consider E(v j ). If q(e) ≤ q∗(e) for all e ∈ E(v j ), then∑e∈E(v j ) q(e) <∑
e∈E(v j ) q
∗(e) ≤ c(v j ), i.e., v j is Q-unsaturated; then stop. Otherwise select an edge e j from v j to some vertex
v j+1 such that q∗(e j ) < q(e j ). If v j+1 ∈ {v1, v2, . . . , v j }, then stop. Otherwise consider E(v j+1). If q∗(e) ≤ q(e)
for all e ∈ E(v j+1) then v j+1 is Q∗-unsaturated; then stop. Otherwise select an edge e j+1 from v j+1 to some vertex
v j+2 such that q(e j+1) < q∗(e j+1). Set j = 2i and continue with Step i + 1.
When this procedure stops (and it must stop) we have created a Q-alternating vertex–edge sequence S that is either
a path P or a lasso L .
There are two cases:
Case 1. S is a path P . Assume that the length l of P is even. Then, by Lemma 2, there exists another maximum charge
Q′ satisfying d(Q, Q′) = d(Q, Q∗)− lg < d(Q, Q∗), contradicting property (ii) of Q∗. Thus l must be odd and, as
in this case vl+1 is M-unsaturated (as is v1), P is a Q-augmenting path.
Case 2. S is a lasso L . Assume that the length c of the cycle C = C(L) is even. Again, by Lemma 2, there exists
another maximum charge Q′ satisfying d(Q, Q′) = d(Q, Q∗) − cg < d(Q, Q∗), contradicting property (ii) of Q∗.
Thus c must be odd, therefore the extended lasso L ′ has the odd length 2l − c and, as L ′ commences and terminates
in the Q-unsaturated vertex v1, L ′ is a Q-augmenting extended lasso. 
By combining Lemmas 1 and 3, we get Theorem 2 below.
Theorem 2 (Structure Theorem). A charge Q is maximum in G if and only if G does not contain a Q-augmenting
path or a Q-augmenting extended lasso.
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